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By Soh Tiong Hum

I

nvestors would like to see
their stock rocket upwards in a
straight line in an ideal world.
Unfortunately stocks often
move in zigzag fashion that leaves many
confounded. While price movement might
appear erratic, a person who understands
support and resistance will be able to make
sense of the fluctuations.
Support and resistance are important concepts
in technical analysis. Investors and traders who are
familiar with support and resistance would be able to
handle price fluctuations in their portfolio. In fact, zigzag
movements in price can be turned to one’s favour.
In this article, we will understand support and resistance
through the psychology and activity of market participants.
You will be able to appreciate that they are invaluable to your
decision–making when you decide to buy and sell the stocks in
your portfolio. You will also find a number of rules that are easy to
remember and help you to apply concepts of support and resistance
at ease and effectively in most financial products.
A state of flux

Price movements exist in the market due to expectations and actions of market
participants. At any time in the stock market, buyers and sellers exist. Together
they make up the demand and supply for scrips. Buyers called bulls have positive
expectations. They expect price to move up after they buy so that they can sell later
at a profit. Sellers called bears have negative expectations. They sell because they
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Peak

expect price to fall. They want to sell because
they want to take profit on an earlier buy or
because they feel they can sell at a higher
price and buy to cover at a lower price later.
If the strength of bulls and bears were
the same, price would go nowhere because
the action of both groups negate each other.
However, the strength of bulls and bears are
rarely the same. Indeed, that is because even
within each group, expectations and actions
are different and uncoordinated. Some have
expectations that are stronger, some are
more risk tolerant and some are just informed
earlier or better than the others.
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Price charts resemble a picture of a series of mountains and valleys. In this weekly chart of
Wilmar, each mountain indicated the presence of resistance and each valley support.
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$1.00 formed a psychological support.
$1.00 was tested again and found to be good support.
$2.00 formed a psychological resistance.
The $2.00 level was tried again 10 weeks after Point 3, but proved valid as a resistance
again.
5. At this point, participants remember the resistance at Point 3. It became a support
or rallying point for bulls.
6. This point was established as the 52 week high by the action of bulls and bears.
7. The 52 week high was tested as a resistance; bears managed to hold the line.

Price fluctuates between levels when bulls
and bears wrestle with each other. Despite
we cannot see them clearly, these levels exist.
At a level where bulls are attracted to buy in
a concerted manner, bears take their profit
and quickly exit. This puts a floor to the fall
in price creates a support. At a higher level
where bulls exit by taking profit, bears are
attracted to sell in a concerted manner. This
puts a ceiling to the rally in price and creates
a resistance. It is simple to imagine support
and resistance as the ceiling and floor of a
room.
After support and resistance were
established, they become self–fulfilling. This
is because bulls and bears do not like to take
unnecessary risks and are therefore willing to
trade with each other between established
levels. Their expectations are built around
those support and resistance. They do not
want to rock the boat unless there is a strong
reason to change the expectation of one
side.
Changing the picture
Situations may arise that change the
expectations of one side. For example positive
developments can make bulls become very
enthusiastic. They decide to take price to a
higher level past the existing ceiling. Sellers
run away because they cannot bear to stand
in the way of the buyers. Some bullish
developments that can cause a price rally
are:
1. New contracts are received
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New product segments or product lines were created
More market share was captured
New competency was added
Improved profit margins
Key executives or shareholders increase stake
Overall business outlook improves

The reverse is true for a decline
After buyers bring price to a new resistance, the previous resistance
often becomes the new support. Why is this so? A new high in price
often marks a new set of fundamentals or expectation for the stock.
A higher low is in line with this development. But the reason can
also be understood from buyer and seller psychology.
Let’s consider Stock X. Stock X trades between $0.90 and
$1.00. Bulls sell at $1.00 because this is expected to be the
resistance. They want to take profit to buy in again at $0.90. This
time however, strong buyers take X to a new price of $1.10. Those
buyers who took profit at $1.00 feel pained because they missed
out on a whole ten per cent gain. In their pain and enthusiasm,
they are glad to buy in at $1.00 if X gives them an opportunity.
Many sellers also share the sentiment. They have entered to sell
X at 1.00 but the rally to $1.10 caused them to lose money. Their
pain tells them to sell quickly to break even at $1.00 if X gives
them an opportunity by going back to that level. In concert, the
action of pained bulls and bears will create demand and form a
support for X at $1.00.
Summarizing support and resistance
Therefore, we can summarize the market action and price levels
in the following manner:
1. Bulls and bears have expectations when price reaches certain
levels.
2. Support and resistance were initially created by the action
of bulls and bears at the levels where their expectations are
strongest.
3. Bulls are strongest at support; bears exit quickly.
4. Bears are strongest at resistance; bulls exit quickly.
5. Support and resistance become reinforced as subsequent
bulls and bears build their expectation around these levels.
6. Bulls and bears like to maintain status quo until new
developments cause a shift in expectation.
7. When price goes above a resistance, it often becomes
support; when price goes below a support, it often becomes
resistance.
8. Therefore support and resistance are interchangeable.
Managing zigzag
Fluctuations in price are part and parcel of a market. An investor
holding a stock for the long run must come to terms with these
ups and downs. Understanding the phenomenon can help one
to cope with the emotions involved when we see the value of the

portfolio go up and down.
A short term trader or speculator can also use support and
resistance in a spectacular manner. By going along with the ebb
and flow of the market, there is an opportunity to maximize returns
in a short time. Risks are involved but support and resistance also
provides the information to manage trading in chewable bites.
A typical trader buys at support and sellers at resistance. He
captures profit quickly and does not attempt to overstay unless a
positive development is present. Similarly, he exits quickly to limit
risk if support was broken.
Simple RULES for the new chartist
There is a quick and visual way to identify supports and resistance.
Get hold of a price chart and observe price from afar. You will
realize that price fluctuation resembles series of mountain peaks
and valleys. The peaks are turning points where price reaches a
resistance and falls. The valleys are turning points where price
reaches a support and bounces. It is really so simple. Try it.
Included below is also a list of simple rules to remember that will
help you to identify support and resistance:
1. Support and resistance are price levels.
2. On a chart, they are turning points that resemble the peaks
and valleys of a mountain.
3. Not all supports and resistance are equal, some are stronger
than others.
4. Support and resistance on a weekly chart is stronger that
those on a daily chart.
5. Round numbers are good support and resistance; they are
easy to remember and can have psychological value. For
example, the Dow at 12,000, STI at 3,000 or Singtel at
$3.50.
6. For penny stocks touching $1.00 for the first time, the $1.00
level may signify a ‘coming of age’.
7. 52 week highs and lows are good support and resistance
because they are watched by analysts, professional traders
and even reported by news wires.
8. 50 day moving averages and 200 day moving averages are
also good support and resistance.
9. Once a support or resistance has been established on chart,
inspect that price level over at least two years of past data.
A level that has acted as support and resistance many times
has a high possibility of doing so again.
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